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Recursive Queries:

So why not in SPARQL?
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Currently SPARQL supports some recursion: Property Paths

Problems: 
1. Need recursive queries with more expressive power 
!
2. Property Paths are implemented with ad-hoc techniques, 

no standard impementation, no algebra, no optimization…

Lots of extensions proposed, none solves both problems
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RECURSIVE SPARQL 
Our proposal

Use CONSTRUCT queries:
• Queries construct a temporal graph 
!
• This temporal graph can also be queried 
!
• Keep iterating until a fixed point is reached

General language proposed by  
Kostylev, R, Ugarte ’15 and  
Shaw et al ’11 in the context of Bioinformatics
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Fig. 1. RDF database of Wikipedia traces. The abbreviation wAssocWith is used in-
stead of wasAssociatedWith and the prov:prefix is omitted from all the properties.

A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked
to A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along
the way were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we
have that the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh”
and all the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in
any version control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are
the same as tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to
detect which user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find
the latest stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed
with property paths [6, 19], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as
provenance traces can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general
purpose recursive operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [17] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [17] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[1,11]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache

RDF graph with history of a Wikipedia Page  
                                                                      (using RDF-PROV)
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In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [17] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
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In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [17] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
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fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
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extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [17] to function over a
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implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
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!
WITH RECURSIVE T AS { 
    CONSTRUCT {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
    FROM NAMED T 
    WHERE{{ 
        ?newversion wasRevisionOf ?oldversion .  
        ?newversion wasGeneratedBy ?edit .  
        ?edit used ?oldversion .  
        ?edit wasAssociatedWith ?user} 
    UNION{ 
      GRAPH T  
      {?newversion ?user ?intversion .  
    ?intversion ?user ?oldversion}}} 
} 
SELECT ?newversion ?oldversion 
FROM T  
WHERE {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
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A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked
to A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along
the way were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we
have that the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh”
and all the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in
any version control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are
the same as tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to
detect which user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find
the latest stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed
with property paths [6, 19], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as
provenance traces can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general
purpose recursive operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [17] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [17] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[1,11]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache

!
WITH RECURSIVE T AS { 
    CONSTRUCT {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
    FROM NAMED T  
    WHERE{{ 
        ?newversion wasRevisionOf ?oldversion .  
        ?newversion wasGeneratedBy ?edit .  
        ?edit used ?oldversion .  
        ?edit wasAssociatedWith ?user} 
    UNION{ 
      GRAPH T  
      {?newversion ?user ?intversion .  
    ?intversion ?user ?oldversion}}} 
} 
SELECT ?newversion ?oldversion 
FROM T  
WHERE {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
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A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked to
A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along the way
were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we have that
the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh” and all
the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in any version
control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are the same as
tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to detect which
user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find the latest
stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed with property
paths [?,?], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as provenance traces
can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general purpose recursive
operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [?] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [?] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[?,?]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache
Jena framework [?] and we implement recursive queries as an add-on to the
ARQ SPARQL query engine. We use Jena TDB version 2.12.1, which allows
us not to worry about queries whose intermediate results do not fit into main
memory, thus resulting in a highly reliable system. Lastly, we test how this
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Fig. 1. RDF database of Wikipedia traces. The abbreviation wAssocWith is used in-
stead of wasAssociatedWith and the prov:prefix is omitted from all the properties.

A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked
to A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along
the way were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we
have that the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh”
and all the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in
any version control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are
the same as tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to
detect which user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find
the latest stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed
with property paths [6, 19], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as
provenance traces can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general
purpose recursive operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [17] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [17] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[1,11]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache

!
WITH RECURSIVE T AS { 
    CONSTRUCT {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
    FROM NAMED T  
    WHERE{{ 
        ?newversion wasRevisionOf ?oldversion .  
        ?newversion wasGeneratedBy ?edit .  
        ?edit used ?oldversion .  
        ?edit wasAssociatedWith ?user} 
    UNION{ 
      GRAPH T  
      {?newversion ?user ?intversion .  
    ?intversion ?user ?oldversion}}} 
} 
SELECT ?newversion ?oldversion 
FROM T  
WHERE {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
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A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked to
A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along the way
were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we have that
the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh” and all
the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in any version
control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are the same as
tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to detect which
user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find the latest
stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed with property
paths [?,?], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as provenance traces
can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general purpose recursive
operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [?] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [?] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[?,?]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache
Jena framework [?] and we implement recursive queries as an add-on to the
ARQ SPARQL query engine. We use Jena TDB version 2.12.1, which allows
us not to worry about queries whose intermediate results do not fit into main
memory, thus resulting in a highly reliable system. Lastly, we test how this
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A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked
to A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along
the way were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we
have that the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh”
and all the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in
any version control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are
the same as tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to
detect which user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find
the latest stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed
with property paths [6, 19], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as
provenance traces can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general
purpose recursive operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [17] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [17] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[1,11]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache

!
WITH RECURSIVE T AS { 
    CONSTRUCT {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
    FROM NAMED T  
    WHERE{{ 
        ?newversion wasRevisionOf ?oldversion .  
        ?newversion wasGeneratedBy ?edit .  
        ?edit used ?oldversion .  
        ?edit wasAssociatedWith ?user} 
    UNION{ 
      GRAPH T  
      {?newversion ?user ?intversion .  
    ?intversion ?user ?oldversion}}} 
} 
SELECT ?newversion ?oldversion 
FROM T  
WHERE {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
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A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked to
A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along the way
were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we have that
the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh” and all
the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in any version
control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are the same as
tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to detect which
user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find the latest
stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed with property
paths [?,?], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as provenance traces
can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general purpose recursive
operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [?] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [?] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[?,?]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache
Jena framework [?] and we implement recursive queries as an add-on to the
ARQ SPARQL query engine. We use Jena TDB version 2.12.1, which allows
us not to worry about queries whose intermediate results do not fit into main
memory, thus resulting in a highly reliable system. Lastly, we test how this
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A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked
to A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along
the way were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we
have that the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh”
and all the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in
any version control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are
the same as tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to
detect which user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find
the latest stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed
with property paths [6, 19], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as
provenance traces can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general
purpose recursive operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [17] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [17] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[1,11]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache

!
WITH RECURSIVE T AS { 
    CONSTRUCT {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
    FROM NAMED T  
    WHERE{{ 
        ?newversion wasRevisionOf ?oldversion .  
        ?newversion wasGeneratedBy ?edit .  
        ?edit used ?oldversion .  
        ?edit wasAssociatedWith ?user} 
    UNION{ 
      GRAPH T  
      {?newversion ?user ?intversion .  
    ?intversion ?user ?oldversion}}} 
} 
SELECT ?newversion ?oldversion 
FROM T  
WHERE {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
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A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked to
A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along the way
were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we have that
the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh” and all
the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in any version
control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are the same as
tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to detect which
user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find the latest
stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed with property
paths [?,?], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as provenance traces
can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general purpose recursive
operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [?] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [?] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[?,?]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache
Jena framework [?] and we implement recursive queries as an add-on to the
ARQ SPARQL query engine. We use Jena TDB version 2.12.1, which allows
us not to worry about queries whose intermediate results do not fit into main
memory, thus resulting in a highly reliable system. Lastly, we test how this
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A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked to
A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along the way
were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we have that
the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh” and all
the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in any version
control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are the same as
tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to detect which
user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find the latest
stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed with property
paths [?,?], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as provenance traces
can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general purpose recursive
operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [?] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [?] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[?,?]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache
Jena framework [?] and we implement recursive queries as an add-on to the
ARQ SPARQL query engine. We use Jena TDB version 2.12.1, which allows
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A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked
to A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along
the way were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we
have that the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh”
and all the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in
any version control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are
the same as tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to
detect which user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find
the latest stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed
with property paths [6, 19], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as
provenance traces can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general
purpose recursive operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [17] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [17] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[1,11]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache

!
WITH RECURSIVE T AS { 
    CONSTRUCT {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
    FROM NAMED T  
    WHERE{{ 
        ?newversion wasRevisionOf ?oldversion .  
        ?newversion wasGeneratedBy ?edit .  
        ?edit used ?oldversion .  
        ?edit wasAssociatedWith ?user} 
    UNION{ 
      GRAPH T  
      {?newversion ?user ?intversion .  
    ?intversion ?user ?oldversion}}} 
} 
SELECT ?newversion ?oldversion 
FROM T  
WHERE {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
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Fig. 1. RDF database of Wikipedia traces. The abbreviation wAssocWith is used in-
stead of wasAssociatedWith and the prov:prefix is omitted from all the properties.

A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked to
A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along the way
were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we have that
the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh” and all
the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in any version
control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are the same as
tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to detect which
user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find the latest
stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed with property
paths [?,?], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as provenance traces
can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general purpose recursive
operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [?] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [?] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[?,?]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache
Jena framework [?] and we implement recursive queries as an add-on to the
ARQ SPARQL query engine. We use Jena TDB version 2.12.1, which allows
us not to worry about queries whose intermediate results do not fit into main
memory, thus resulting in a highly reliable system. Lastly, we test how this
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Fig. 1. RDF database of Wikipedia traces. The abbreviation wAssocWith is used in-
stead of wasAssociatedWith and the prov:prefix is omitted from all the properties.

A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked to
A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along the way
were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we have that
the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh” and all
the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in any version
control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are the same as
tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to detect which
user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find the latest
stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed with property
paths [?,?], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as provenance traces
can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general purpose recursive
operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [?] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [?] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[?,?]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache
Jena framework [?] and we implement recursive queries as an add-on to the
ARQ SPARQL query engine. We use Jena TDB version 2.12.1, which allows
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stead of wasAssociatedWith and the prov:prefix is omitted from all the properties.

A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked
to A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along
the way were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we
have that the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh”
and all the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in
any version control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are
the same as tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to
detect which user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find
the latest stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed
with property paths [6, 19], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as
provenance traces can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general
purpose recursive operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [17] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [17] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[1,11]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache

!
WITH RECURSIVE T AS { 
    CONSTRUCT {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
    FROM NAMED T  
    WHERE{{ 
        ?newversion wasRevisionOf ?oldversion .  
        ?newversion wasGeneratedBy ?edit .  
        ?edit used ?oldversion .  
        ?edit wasAssociatedWith ?user} 
    UNION{ 
      GRAPH T  
      {?newversion ?user ?intversion .  
    ?intversion ?user ?oldversion}}} 
} 
SELECT ?newversion ?oldversion 
FROM T  
WHERE {?newversion ?user ?oldversion} 
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A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked to
A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along the way
were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we have that
the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh” and all
the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in any version
control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are the same as
tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to detect which
user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find the latest
stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed with property
paths [?,?], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as provenance traces
can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general purpose recursive
operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [?] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [?] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[?,?]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache
Jena framework [?] and we implement recursive queries as an add-on to the
ARQ SPARQL query engine. We use Jena TDB version 2.12.1, which allows
us not to worry about queries whose intermediate results do not fit into main
memory, thus resulting in a highly reliable system. Lastly, we test how this
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A natural query to ask in this context is the history of revisions that were
made by the same user: that is all pairs of articles (A,A0) such that A is linked to
A0 by a path of wasRevisionOf links and where all of the revisions along the way
were made by the same user. For instance, in the graph of Figure 1 we have that
the article 145 ”Edinburgh” is a revision of the article 72 ”Edinburgh” and all
the intermediate edits were made by User1. Such queries abound in any version
control system(note that the PROV traces of Wikipedia articles are the same as
tracking program development in svn or Git) and can be used to detect which
user introduced errors or bugs, when the data is reliable, or to find the latest
stable version of the data. Since these queries can not be expressed with property
paths [?,?], nor by using standard SPARQL functionalities (as provenance traces
can contain links of arbitrary length), the need for a general purpose recursive
operator seems like a natural addition to the language.

One possible reason why recursion was not previously considered as an inte-
gral operator of SPARQL could be the fact that in order to compute recursive
queries we need to apply the query to the result of a previous computation.
However, typical SPARQL queries do not have this capability as their inputs are
RDF graphs but their outputs are mappings. This hinders the possibility of a
fixed point recursion as the result of a SPARQL query cannot be subsequently
queried. One can avoid this by using CONSTRUCT queries, which output RDF
graphs as well, and indeed [?] has proposed a way of defining a fixed point like
extension for SPARQL based on this idea.

In this paper we extend the recursion operator of [?] to function over a
more widely used fragment of SPARQL and study how this operator can be
implemented in an e�cient and non-intrusive way on top of existing SPARQL
engines. We begin by showing what the general form of recursion looks like and
how to evaluate it. We then argue that any implementation of this general form
of recursion is unlikely to perform well on real world data, so we restrict it
to the so called linear recursion, which is well known in the relational context
[?,?]. We then demonstrate that this class of queries can express almost any use
case for recursion found in practice. Next, we develop an elegant algorithm for
evaluating this class of recursive queries and show how it can be implemented
on top of an existing SPARQL system. For our implementation we use Apache
Jena framework [?] and we implement recursive queries as an add-on to the
ARQ SPARQL query engine. We use Jena TDB version 2.12.1, which allows
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4 Realistic Recursion in SPARQL

The concept of linear recursion has become popular in the industry as a restric-
tion for fixed point operators in relational query languages, because it presents
a good tradeo↵ between the expressive power of recursive operators and their
practical applicability. Let Q be the query WITH RECURSIVE t AS {q

1

} q
2

,
where t is an IRI from I, q

1

is a c-query, and q
2

is a recursive query. We say that
Q is linear if for every dataset D, the answer ans(Q,D) of the query corresponds
to the least fixed point of the sequence given by

D
0

= D, D�1

= ;,
Di+1

= Di [ {ht, ans(q
1

, (D [Di \Di�1

))i}.

In other words, a recursive query is linear if, in order to compute the i-th
iteration, we only need the original dataset plus the tuples that were added to
the temporary graph t in the previous iteration. Considering that the final size
of t might be comparable to the original dataset, linear queries save us from
evaluating the query several times over an ever increasing dataset.

Most of the recursive extensions proposed for SPARQL are linear: from prop-
erty paths [?] to nSPARQL [?], SPARQLeR [?] or Trial [?], and even our exam-
ple. Unfortunately it is undecidable to check if a recursive query is linear (under
usual complexity-theoretic assumptions) [?], so one needs to impose syntactic
restrictions to enforce this condition. This is what we do next.

4.1 Linear recursive queries

Our queries are made from the union of a graph pattern that does not use the
temporary IRI, denoted as p

base

and a graph pattern p
rec

that does mention the
temporary IRI. Formally, a linear recursive query is an expression of the form

WITH RECURSIVE t AS {
CONSTRUCTH WHERE p

base

UNION p
rec

} q
out

(2)

with H and DS a construct template and dataset clause as usual, with p
base

and p
rec

graph patterns such that only p
rec

is allowed to mention the IRI
t and with q

out

a linear recursive query. We further require that the recur-
sive part p

rec

mentions the temporary IRI only once. In order to describe
our algorithm, we shall abuse the notation and speak of q

base

to denote
the query CONSTRUCTH DS WHERE p

base

and q
rec

to denote the query
CONSTRUCTH DS WHERE p

rec

, respectively.
This simple yet powerful syntax resembles the design choices taken in most

SQL commercial systems supporting recursion [?] and even graph databases [?].
For example, the query in example 2 is not linear, because the temporary

IRI is used twice in the pattern. Nevertheless, it can be restated as the following
query that uses one level of nesting:

We Implemented a linear fragment: 
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In other words, a recursive query is linear if, in order to compute the i-th
iteration, we only need the original dataset plus the tuples that were added to
the temporary graph t in the previous iteration. Considering that the final size
of t might be comparable to the original dataset, linear queries save us from
evaluating the query several times over an ever increasing dataset.

Most of the recursive extensions proposed for SPARQL are linear: from prop-
erty paths [?] to nSPARQL [?], SPARQLeR [?] or Trial [?], and even our exam-
ple. Unfortunately it is undecidable to check if a recursive query is linear (under
usual complexity-theoretic assumptions) [?], so one needs to impose syntactic
restrictions to enforce this condition. This is what we do next.

4.1 Linear recursive queries

Our queries are made from the union of a graph pattern that does not use the
temporary IRI, denoted as p
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and a graph pattern p
rec

that does mention the
temporary IRI. Formally, a linear recursive query is an expression of the form

WITH RECURSIVE t AS {
CONSTRUCTH WHERE p
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UNION p
rec

} q
out

(2)

with H and DS a construct template and dataset clause as usual, with p
base

and p
rec

graph patterns such that only p
rec

is allowed to mention the IRI
t and with q

out

a linear recursive query. We further require that the recur-
sive part p

rec

mentions the temporary IRI only once. In order to describe
our algorithm, we shall abuse the notation and speak of q

base

to denote
the query CONSTRUCTH DS WHERE p

base

and q
rec

to denote the query
CONSTRUCTH DS WHERE p

rec

, respectively.
This simple yet powerful syntax resembles the design choices taken in most

SQL commercial systems supporting recursion [?] and even graph databases [?].
For example, the query in example 2 is not linear, because the temporary

IRI is used twice in the pattern. Nevertheless, it can be restated as the following
query that uses one level of nesting:

We Implemented a linear fragment: 

Temporal Graph
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The concept of linear recursion has become popular in the industry as a restric-
tion for fixed point operators in relational query languages, because it presents
a good tradeo↵ between the expressive power of recursive operators and their
practical applicability. Let Q be the query WITH RECURSIVE t AS {q
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where t is an IRI from I, q
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In other words, a recursive query is linear if, in order to compute the i-th
iteration, we only need the original dataset plus the tuples that were added to
the temporary graph t in the previous iteration. Considering that the final size
of t might be comparable to the original dataset, linear queries save us from
evaluating the query several times over an ever increasing dataset.

Most of the recursive extensions proposed for SPARQL are linear: from prop-
erty paths [?] to nSPARQL [?], SPARQLeR [?] or Trial [?], and even our exam-
ple. Unfortunately it is undecidable to check if a recursive query is linear (under
usual complexity-theoretic assumptions) [?], so one needs to impose syntactic
restrictions to enforce this condition. This is what we do next.

4.1 Linear recursive queries

Our queries are made from the union of a graph pattern that does not use the
temporary IRI, denoted as p

base

and a graph pattern p
rec

that does mention the
temporary IRI. Formally, a linear recursive query is an expression of the form

WITH RECURSIVE t AS {
CONSTRUCTH WHERE p

base

UNION p
rec

} q
out

(2)

with H and DS a construct template and dataset clause as usual, with p
base

and p
rec

graph patterns such that only p
rec

is allowed to mention the IRI
t and with q

out

a linear recursive query. We further require that the recur-
sive part p

rec

mentions the temporary IRI only once. In order to describe
our algorithm, we shall abuse the notation and speak of q

base

to denote
the query CONSTRUCTH DS WHERE p

base

and q
rec

to denote the query
CONSTRUCTH DS WHERE p

rec

, respectively.
This simple yet powerful syntax resembles the design choices taken in most

SQL commercial systems supporting recursion [?] and even graph databases [?].
For example, the query in example 2 is not linear, because the temporary

IRI is used twice in the pattern. Nevertheless, it can be restated as the following
query that uses one level of nesting:

We Implemented a linear fragment: 

CONSTRUCT template
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In other words, a recursive query is linear if, in order to compute the i-th
iteration, we only need the original dataset plus the tuples that were added to
the temporary graph t in the previous iteration. Considering that the final size
of t might be comparable to the original dataset, linear queries save us from
evaluating the query several times over an ever increasing dataset.

Most of the recursive extensions proposed for SPARQL are linear: from prop-
erty paths [?] to nSPARQL [?], SPARQLeR [?] or Trial [?], and even our exam-
ple. Unfortunately it is undecidable to check if a recursive query is linear (under
usual complexity-theoretic assumptions) [?], so one needs to impose syntactic
restrictions to enforce this condition. This is what we do next.

4.1 Linear recursive queries

Our queries are made from the union of a graph pattern that does not use the
temporary IRI, denoted as p

base

and a graph pattern p
rec

that does mention the
temporary IRI. Formally, a linear recursive query is an expression of the form

WITH RECURSIVE t AS {
CONSTRUCTH WHERE p

base

UNION p
rec

} q
out

(2)

with H and DS a construct template and dataset clause as usual, with p
base

and p
rec

graph patterns such that only p
rec

is allowed to mention the IRI
t and with q

out

a linear recursive query. We further require that the recur-
sive part p

rec

mentions the temporary IRI only once. In order to describe
our algorithm, we shall abuse the notation and speak of q

base

to denote
the query CONSTRUCTH DS WHERE p

base

and q
rec

to denote the query
CONSTRUCTH DS WHERE p

rec

, respectively.
This simple yet powerful syntax resembles the design choices taken in most

SQL commercial systems supporting recursion [?] and even graph databases [?].
For example, the query in example 2 is not linear, because the temporary

IRI is used twice in the pattern. Nevertheless, it can be restated as the following
query that uses one level of nesting:

We Implemented a linear fragment: 

Inner Queries:  
!

• base does not use temporal graph 
•  rec uses temporal graph



We Implemented a linear fragment: 
Outer Query: 

!
• Can be anything 
• Uses temporal graph
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In other words, a recursive query is linear if, in order to compute the i-th
iteration, we only need the original dataset plus the tuples that were added to
the temporary graph t in the previous iteration. Considering that the final size
of t might be comparable to the original dataset, linear queries save us from
evaluating the query several times over an ever increasing dataset.

Most of the recursive extensions proposed for SPARQL are linear: from prop-
erty paths [?] to nSPARQL [?], SPARQLeR [?] or Trial [?], and even our exam-
ple. Unfortunately it is undecidable to check if a recursive query is linear (under
usual complexity-theoretic assumptions) [?], so one needs to impose syntactic
restrictions to enforce this condition. This is what we do next.

4.1 Linear recursive queries

Our queries are made from the union of a graph pattern that does not use the
temporary IRI, denoted as p
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a linear recursive query. We further require that the recur-
sive part p

rec

mentions the temporary IRI only once. In order to describe
our algorithm, we shall abuse the notation and speak of q

base

to denote
the query CONSTRUCTH DS WHERE p

base

and q
rec

to denote the query
CONSTRUCTH DS WHERE p

rec

, respectively.
This simple yet powerful syntax resembles the design choices taken in most

SQL commercial systems supporting recursion [?] and even graph databases [?].
For example, the query in example 2 is not linear, because the temporary

IRI is used twice in the pattern. Nevertheless, it can be restated as the following
query that uses one level of nesting:
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(a) Query times on LMDB and YAGO

dataset

query
Q1 Q2 Q3

LMDB 37349 1172 14568

YAGO 25404 480 9416

(b) The number of output tuples

Dataset PROV1 PROV2 PROV3 PROV4

Time(sec) 12.3 22.8 33.8 46.5

No. tup. 220950 441900 667269 883800

(c) Query from Section 4 on PROV datasets

Fig. 3. Running times and the number of output tuples for the three datasets.

5.1 Query evaluation

Because of the novelty of our approach it was impossible to compare our times
against other implementations, or run standard benchmarks to test the per-
formance of our queries. Furthermore, while our formalism is similar to that of
recursive SQL, all of the RDF systems that we checked were either running RDF
natively, or running on top of a relational DBMS that did not support recursion
as mandated by the SQL standard. OpenLink Virtuoso does have a transitive
closure operator, but this operator can only compute transitivity when starting
in a given IRI. Our queries were more general than this, and thus we could not
compare them. For this reason we invented several queries that are very natural
over the considered datasets and tested their performance. As all property paths
can be expressed by linear recursive queries we will also test our implementation
against current SPARQL systems in the following subsection.

We start our round of experiments with movie-related queries over both
LMDB and YAGO. Since YAGO also contains information about movies, we
have the advantage of being able to test the same queries over di↵erent real
datasets (only the ontology di↵ers). We use three di↵erent queries, all of them
similar to that of Example 2 (precise queries are given in the online appendix).
The first query Q1 returns all the actors in the database that have a finite Bacon
number10, meaning that they co-starred in the same movie with Kevin Bacon,
or another actor with a finite Bacon number. A similar notion, well known in
mathematics, is the Erdős number. Note that Q1 is a property path query. To
test recursive capabilities of our implementation we use another two queries, Q2
and Q3, that apply various tests along the paths computing the Bacon number.
The query Q2 returns all actors with a finite Bacon number such that all the
collaborations were done in movies with the same director. Finally the query Q3
tests if an actor is connected to Kevin Bacon through movies where the director
is also an actor (not necessarily in the same movie). The structure of queries Q2
and Q3 is similar to the query from Example 2 and cannot be expressed using
property paths either. The results of the evaluation can be found in Figure 3(a).
As we can see the running times, although high, are reasonable considering the
size of the datasets and the number of output tuples (Figure 3(b)).

10 See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon.
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Fig. 4. Evaluation time of QA and QB in our implementation is comparable to that of
Jena or Virtuoso. For PROV4 both queries reported more than 600 seconds in Virtuoso.

The next round of experiments pushes our implementation to compute inher-
ently recursive queries. For this we use the query from Example 2 that finds all
pairs of Wikipedia articles whose revision history can be attributed to the same
user. As we implement linear recursion, the version of the query presented in Sec-
tion 4 is used. Figure 3(c) shows the running time of this query on the datasets
derived from Wikipedia traces described before; it illustrates that running times
are quite low when we take the number of computed tuples into consideration.

5.2 Comparison with Property Paths

Since to the best of our knowledge no SPARQL engine implements general recur-
sive queries, we cannot really compare the performance of our implementation
with the existing systems. The only form of recursion mandated by the latest
language standard are property paths, so in this section we test how our imple-
mentation stacks against popular systems when executing property paths.

Every property path query is easily expressible using linear recursion. How-
ever, it is not fair to compare our recursive implementation of property paths
to the one in current systems, as they specialize in executing this type of recur-
sive queries, while the recursive operator we introduced is aimed at expressing
a wide variety of queries that lie beyond the scope of property paths. For this
reason highly e�cient systems like Virtuoso will run queries they are optimized
for much faster. For instance to run the query Q1 from Subsection 5.1 that com-
putes all actors with a finite Bacon number in LMDB or YAGO Virtuoso takes
less than 10 seconds, while our implementation takes much longer. Part of the
di↵erence in running times could be attributed to the fact that in this particular
case our implementation runs queries on disc, while Virtuoso can perform them
in main memory, but the main detractor is the fact that Virtuoso is designed
to be e�cient at property paths that are given a starting point, while recursive
queries are not since they can express more general queries.

To have a somewhat fair comparison we will use property path queries that
compute all pairs of IRIs connected by a specified property path. We use the
PROV datasets introduced above and in Figure 1 and test for the existence of
property paths wasRevisionOf⇤ and (wasGeneratedBy/used)⇤. We refer to these

Varying sizes of datasets 
containing history of  
wikipedia articles:  
!
50 - 100 - 150 - 200 MB 
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over LMDB. Recursion
dominates manually written SPARQL joins when several iterations are required.

for an increasing number of steps. In the first round we evaluate each of the
queries using Algorithm 1 and run it for a fixed number of steps until the algo-
rithm saturates. In the second round we use a SPARQL rewriting of a recursive
query where the depth of recursion is fixed and evaluate it in Jena.

Figure 5 shows the results over LMDB. The results for YAGO show the same
trend, so we do not include them. As we can see, the initial cost is much higher
if we are using recursive queries, however as the number of steps increases we
can see that they show much better performance and in fact, the queries that
use only SPARQL operators time out after a small number of iterations.

6 Conclusion

As illustrated by several use cases, there is a need for recursive functionalities
in SPARQL that go beyond the scope of property paths. To tackle this issue we
propose a recursive operator to be added to the language and show how it can
be implemented e�ciently on top of existing SPARQL systems. We concentrated
on linear recursive queries which have been well established in SQL practice and
cover almost all interesting use cases and show how to implement them as an ex-
tension to Jena framework. Our tests show that, although very expressive, these
queries run in reasonable time even on a machine with limited computational
resources. We also include a command that allows to run recursive queries for
a limited number of steps and show that the proposed implementation outper-
forms equivalent queries specified using only SPARQL operators. We believe all
of this to be a good indicator of the usefulness of the recursion operator and why
it should be a potential candidate for inclusion in the next SPARQL standard.

As for future work, we are interested in studying the capabilities of recursion
using blank nodes in the templates of c-queries, and how this influences the capa-
bility of recursive SPARQL queries in terms of computing ontological knowledge.
From the results of [?] we already know that recursive queries can compute the
closure of a graph under RDFS entailment, however a detailed study on per-
formance and expressivity is needed to fully understand the underlying issues.
We are also interested in seeing if recursive algorithms can be parallelized. A
good starting point for this would be try and use the algorithms developed in [?]
which deal with similar problems.
Acknowledgements. This work was funded by the Millennium Nucleus Center
for Semantic Web Research Grant NC120004.
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for an increasing number of steps. In the first round we evaluate each of the
queries using Algorithm 1 and run it for a fixed number of steps until the algo-
rithm saturates. In the second round we use a SPARQL rewriting of a recursive
query where the depth of recursion is fixed and evaluate it in Jena.

Figure 5 shows the results over LMDB. The results for YAGO show the same
trend, so we do not include them. As we can see, the initial cost is much higher
if we are using recursive queries, however as the number of steps increases we
can see that they show much better performance and in fact, the queries that
use only SPARQL operators time out after a small number of iterations.

6 Conclusion

As illustrated by several use cases, there is a need for recursive functionalities
in SPARQL that go beyond the scope of property paths. To tackle this issue we
propose a recursive operator to be added to the language and show how it can
be implemented e�ciently on top of existing SPARQL systems. We concentrated
on linear recursive queries which have been well established in SQL practice and
cover almost all interesting use cases and show how to implement them as an ex-
tension to Jena framework. Our tests show that, although very expressive, these
queries run in reasonable time even on a machine with limited computational
resources. We also include a command that allows to run recursive queries for
a limited number of steps and show that the proposed implementation outper-
forms equivalent queries specified using only SPARQL operators. We believe all
of this to be a good indicator of the usefulness of the recursion operator and why
it should be a potential candidate for inclusion in the next SPARQL standard.

As for future work, we are interested in studying the capabilities of recursion
using blank nodes in the templates of c-queries, and how this influences the capa-
bility of recursive SPARQL queries in terms of computing ontological knowledge.
From the results of [?] we already know that recursive queries can compute the
closure of a graph under RDFS entailment, however a detailed study on per-
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